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 Useful Knowledge 

What is Volcanic Rock? 

Volcanic rock is a rock formed from magma erupted from a volcano. In other words, 

it differs from other igneous rock by being of volcanic origin. Like all rock types, the 

concept of volcanic rock is artificial, and in nature volcanic rocks grade into 

hypabyssal and metamorphic rocks and constitute an important element of some 

sediments and sedimentary rocks. Volcanic rocks are among the most common rock 

types on Earth's surface, particularly in the oceans. On land, they are very common 

at plate boundaries and in flood basalt provinces. It has been estimated that 

volcanic rocks cover about 8% of the Earth's current land surface.  

 

 

 

In general line the phases that a magma must cross before reaching complete 

solidification are five:  

 



1. Phase of overheated magma: when it is above the temperature of 

crystallization; 

 

2. Phase ortomagmatica: (to around 1200°C) from the fused one they begin 

processes of crystallization for cooling, is this the phase in which the most 

common igneous rocks are formed. You assists to a strong increase of the 

pressure of vapor; 

 

3. Phase pegmatitica: (to around 750 °Cs) the pressure of vapor is maximum and 

the fused residue penetrates in the empty spaces; 

 

4. Phase pneumatolitica: (to around 400-500 °Cs) the fused residue is 

vaporiforme. The crystallization is least and the gases. 

 

5. Phase idrotermale: the temperature goes down up to the inferior value to 

that critic of the water. In this way the gaseous mass, formed primarily from 

water, it passes to the liquid state giving effects place corrosive on the 

surrounding rocks. 

 

 Classification 

We have different types of Volcanic Rock: 

 

1. Intrusive rocks: when the crystallization has happened in depth the cooling 

and the solidification has happened very slowly and crystals of notable 

dimensions can be formed and they make the rock structure granular; 

 

2. Effusive rocks: when the crystallization has happened in surface the cooling 

has happened quickly; 

 

3. Hypabyssal rocks: when the magma consolidates in depth in the crust, 

penetrating inside fractures where, cooling, it crystallizes; 

 

4. Sour rocks: rocks with a superior or equal content of silice to 65%; 

 

5.  Intermediary rocks: rocks with a content of silice among 52% and 65%; 

 

6. Basic rocks: rocks with a content of silice among 45% and 52%; 



 

7. Rocks ultrabasiche: rocks with a inferior content of silice to 45%; 

 

 

 

 

EXCERCISES 

      1.   Answer to the following questions. 

- What is a Volcanic rock? 

- What types of volcanic rock do we have?  

- What happens in the fourth phase of the Magma’s solidification process? 

 

2. Fill the empty spaces with the words in the box. 

 

              MAGMA ;                                ROCK;                                     NATURE;                                     VOLCANIC ; 

                                BOUNDARIES ;                         SURFACE;                                       OCEANS.     

 

 

Volcanic rock is a rock formed from _______ erupted from a volcano. Like all _____ 

types, the concept of volcanic rock is artificial, and in _____ volcanic rocks grade into 

hypabyssal and metamorphic rocks and constitute an important element of some 

sediments and sedimentary rocks. ______ rocks are among the most common rock 

types on Earth's surface, particularly in the ______. On land, they are very common 

at plate ______ and in flood basalt provinces. It has been estimated that volcanic 

rocks cover about 8% of the Earth's current land ______. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


